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anupam kher (amrish) is ajay's father, a former army officer and now a retired major general. when ajay's uncle dies, ajay is the next in line to succeed his father as general. he is also the home minister of india. ajay is a compassionate, romantic, and good-hearted person. however, he is also sly and ingenious in the ways of politics. when ajay becomes the home minister, he initially plans to announce ajay as the next general of the army. he hires shilpa and sonali and leaves for rome and has his assistant create false evidence. for this reason, ajay has to look after india's interests from italy. unknown to him, the real home
minister is anshu, who has been given this job by the union government to kill ajay and the government to take over. this is made evident when shilpa and sonali find ajay's father dead, with gunshot wounds to his head. while anshu is doing this, he has sent a posse of henchmen to inform ajay that his father has died. ajay is shocked, but anshu dismisses him as he is a gullible man. when the henchmen bring his father's body to ajay's residence, they also plant a bomb. while ajay goes to the airport to fly back to india, anshu sends his troops after his enemies. shilpa and sonali come and inform ajay of anshu's predicament.

they tell him to flee to patna before they die. ajay is skeptical, but agrees to help them for their sake. he goes to patna, and anshu sends his henchmen in his place. during this time, ajay's fleet of vehicles explode. he is injured, and is taken to the hospital. once he is clear, ajay informs shilpa and sonali of his predicament. sonali tells him that the bomb planted on ajay's car is a british remote bomb that is near-invisible to the naked eye. ajay escapes in the confusion and takes shelter in a temple.
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when you are meeting jaal, he will approach you and ask you to take the bait. this bait will be a trick of akksul's. he will tell you that he wants to kill the yandara police. because this will hurt heleus since he was able to alleviate the situation. he will also ask you to assist him by hunting down the agents he sent to recover akksul's arm. however, there
is no way to know what akksul is planning. jaal's plan to rescue akksul won't stop the roekkar either. when you get to the pelaav research station, you will meet thaldyr. she will tell you about the kett being outside her house. go there and retrieve one of them that is in the house. thaldyr will explain to you more about akksul and how she knows jaal.

she will give you a letter from jaal that will help you on your journey back to the tempest. now, go to the tempest and talk to jaal. after some mentioning the roekkar, he will announce that the roekkar are the true cause for the war on heleus and that they will resort to any means necessary to fight them. this revelation will shake jaal and he will admit
to you that the roekkar don't know about the extent of his own feelings for heleus. he will also reveal that ajay and the others are in a kind oflimbo and that the roekkar now own all of the moshae. he will tell you that he will help you the best he can until the roekkar are defeated and peace reigns again. the tempest is where you will head towards.
there is only one route to get there and it is east to west. the tempest will look like nothing more than a large spaceship. soon you will reach the bridge and travel through it. you will see a red light in the distance and step on it. you will then see akksul's spaceship. when you reach it, you will be able to talk to akksul again and reveal how you have

been helping jaal. you will also express to akksul how much more you are becoming a part of the roekkar and how you want to help. if you manage to get to akksul, then akksul will also reveal that she has a way of communicating with jaal. she will also reveal to you that she knows about your past.. 5ec8ef588b
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